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When selecting the archetype Slayer Sniper, the Accuracy (Ex) function is not a properly reduced range of penalty increases. Precision (Ex) At level 1, the sniper halves all range increments of punishment when making a hesitant attack with a bow, crossbow or firearm. This ability replaces the track. Range: Any attack at a longer distance is punished for the
range. Aside from this range, the attack takes a cumulative -2 penalty for each full range of increments (or their fraction) of distance to the target. For example, a dagger (with a range of 10 feet) thrown at a target that is 25 feet away will be fined -4. Abandoned weapon has a maximum range of five increments. Rocket weapons can fire increments of 10
ranges. Although articulated differently, Precision functions in the same way that the feat of Far Shot.Far Shot (fight) you are more accurate over long distances. Premise: Point-Blank Shot.Benefit: You suffer only - 1 fine for full range increments between you and your target when using a long-range weapon. Normal: You suffer -2 fine for full range increments
between you and your target. Attached are screenshots with version 6.05.04, one only with precision (Ex) (which is certainly non-functional), and one with Far Shot applied. ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONALITY NOTE There is no official statement from Paizo on exactly how the two interact, due to the way the two are formulated, often considered (and seems to be
in most cases played) that precision and Far Shot stack each other. This is a more insignificant point, but since fixing accuracy will most likely include considering the interaction between the two regardless of the method of fixing, I note this here. Far Shot is formulated as influencing each individual gain, reducing the fine of each increments to -1 rather than -
2.Accuracy is formulated as influencing the total total penalty, taking regardless of the total amount of the fine and cutting it by 50% Stacking these two together will result in 50% and 50%, or 25% of the overall fashion in the range of increments of fines. At the maximum possible range (10x increments range leads to -18 penalty attack), you'd be
calculating:100% - -18 assault penalty50% - -9 assault penalty25% - -4.5 assault penalty (round to -4)Another way to look at it: Range Penalty Normal: -2 for incrementRange penalty (Long shot): -(2 - 1) for increment -1 for incrementRange penalty (accuracy): (-2 for increment) - 50% - -1 for incrementRange fine (Far shot and accuracy) : (-(2 - 1) for
increment) - 50% - -0.5 for increment from the usual Longsworth to the exotic dwarf urglash, the weapon has a variety of shapes and sizes. All arms deals hit the point of damage. This damage is deducted from the current points of impact of any Creature struck by a weapon. When the result of die roll to make an attack is a natural 20 there, die actually shows
20) it's known as a critical threat threat some weapons can score a critical threat on a roll of less than 20). If a critical threat is clogged, another roll of attack is made using the same modifiers as the original Attack Roll. If this second roll of the attack is equal to or more ac than the target, the impact becomes a critical blow, directing additional damage. The
weapons are grouped into several interconnected sets of categories. These categories apply to the fact that training is required to become experienced in the use of weapons (simple, combat or exotic), the usefulness of the weapon either in close combat (melee) or at a distance (a range that includes both a thrown and a projectile weapon), its relative size
(light, one hand, or two hands), and its size (small, medium or large). Simple, combat and exotic weapons: anyone except a druid, a monk or a wizard, owns all simple weapons. Barbarians, fighters, paladins and rangers own all simple and all combat weapons. Characters of other classes own an assortment of simple weapons and, perhaps, some combat or
even exotic weapons. All the characters possess unarmed blows and any natural weapons obsessed with their race. A character who uses a weapon with which he does not own takes -4 penalties on attacking rolls. Melee and Range Weapons: Melee weapons are used for hand-to-hand combat, although some can also be abandoned. Long-range weapons
are thrown weapons or missile weapons that are not effective in close combat. Reach weapons: Glaives, guisarmes, spears, longspears, ranseurs, and whips reach the arms. Weapon of reach is a melee weapon that allows its owner to strike targets that are not adjacent to them. Most reach the weapon to double the natural reach of the possessor, meaning
that the typical small or average owner of such a weapon can attack a creature 10 feet high, but not a creature in a nearby area. A typical Large character, wielding a weapon of reach of the appropriate size, can attack a creature at a depth of 15 or 20 feet, but not on neighboring creatures or creatures at depths of up to 10 feet. Double weapons: heavy
waving, gnome urgras, dwarves hooked hammers, oak double axes, quarters and double-bladed swords are double weapons. The character can fight both ends of a double weapon, as if fighting with two weapons, but he carries all the normal attack punishments associated with two weapons of battle, just as if the character possessed one hand weapons
and light weapons. The character can also use a double weapon with two hands, attacking with only one end. A creature wielding a double weapon in one hand cannot use it as a double weapon - only one end of the weapon can be used in any round. Abandoned weapons: daggers, batons, shorts, spears, darts, spears, axes, hammers, tridents, shurikins
and nets are thrown by weapons. Owner applies his strength modifier to damage damage abandoned weapons (except for a splash of weapons). You can drop a weapon that isn't meant to be thrown (i.e. a melee weapon that doesn't have a numerical entry in the range column on the table: Weapons), and the character that does it takes - 4 executions on the
Roll attack. Throwing a light or single arm is a standard action, while the throwing of a double-20d weapon is a full-scale action. Regardless of the type of weapon, such an attack assesses the threat only on a natural roll of 20 and deals double damage in a critical blow. Such weapons have a range of 10 feet. Rocket weapons: Blowguns, light crossbows,
slings, heavy crossbows, short bows, composite shorts, longbows, composite longbows, halfling sling poles, hand crossbows, and repetitive crossbows are projectile weapons. Most missile weapons require two hands to use (see specific descriptions of weapons). The character does not receive a power bonus on damage rolls with projectile weapons if it is a
purpose-built composite Shortbow or Longbow, or sling. If the character has a fine for low strength, apply it to damage rolls when he uses a bow or sling. Ammunition: Rocket weapons use ammunition: Arrows (for bows), bolts (for crossbows), darts (for pneumatic bullets) or sling bullets (for slings and slings). When using an onion, the character can draw
ammunition as a free action; crossbows and slings require action to reboot (as noted in their descriptions). Generally speaking, munitions that hit a target are destroyed or rendered useless, while munitions that miss have a 50% chance of being destroyed or lost. Although they are thrown weapons, Shuriken is seen as ammunition for the purposes of drawing
them, crafting masterpieces or other special versions of them, and what happens to them after they are abandoned. Lightweight, one-handed, and two-handed close-arms: This designation is a measure of how much effort it takes to wield a weapon in combat. It indicates whether a melee weapon wielded by a character in the category of arms size, light
weapon, one hand or two-handed weapon is considered to be. Light: A light weapon is used in one hand. It is easier to use a weapon in your hand than a single hand, and can be used during a struggle (see Fight). Add the holder's power modifier to the damage rolls for melee attacks with a light weapon if it is used in the main hand, or half the holder's power
bonus if used in an out-of-hand. The use of two hands for ore with a light weapon does not give any advantages in damage; The strength of the bonus is applied as if the weapon was held in the owner's main hand only. An unarmed strike is always considered a light weapon. One hand: One-armed weapon can be used in hand or with the hand off. Add the
holder's power bonus to the damage rolls for melee attacks with a one-handed weapon if it is In the main hand, or 1/2 of his power bonus if he is used in the away side. If a single-handed weapon wields two hands during a melee, add 1-1/2 times the character's bonus strength to the damage rolls. Two Hands: Two hands must effectively use two-armed melee
weapons. Apply 1-1/2 times the character's power bonus to damage the rolls for melee attacks with such weapons. Weapon size: Each weapon has a size category. This designation indicates the size of the Creature for which the weapon was developed. The size category of the weapon is not the same as the size of the object. Instead, the category size of
the weapon is the key to the size of the intended owner. In general, a light weapon is subject to two sizes smaller categories than the owner, a one-handed weapon of an object of one category smaller than the owner, and a two-handed weapon being subject to the same category size as the owner. Wrong weapon: A creature cannot optimally use a weapon
that does not have the proper size for it. The cumulative fine of -2 applies to attack rolls for each category of the size difference between the size of the alleged owner and the size of the actual owner. If the Creature does not possess a weapon, a fine for unprofessionalism of -4 is also applied. The measure of how much effort is required to use a weapon
(whether the weapon is designated as a light, one-armed or two-handed weapon for a particular holder) varies by one step for each category of size difference between the size of the possessor and the size of the Creature for which the weapon was developed. For example, The Little Creature will own an average one-handed weapon as a two-hand
weapon. If the designation of the weapon is changed to something other than a light, one hand or two hands as a result of this change, the Creature cannot own a weapon at all. Homemade weapons: Sometimes objects not designed for weapons, however, see use in combat. Since such objects are not intended for this use, any Creature that uses a
homemade weapon in combat is considered unpronounceable with it and accepts a -4 penalty for shock rolls made with this object. To determine the category of size and appropriate damage for a homemade weapon, compare its relative size and damage potential with the list of weapons to find a reasonable match. The improvised weapon assesses the
threat on a natural roll of 20 and causes double damage in critical impact. The improvised abandoned weapon has a increments of 10 feet. Weapon quality Here's the format for weapons records (given as column headlines on the table: Weapons). Cost: This is the value of the weapon in gold products (gp) or silver parts (sp). The cost includes a variety of
gear that comes with weapons such as scabbing or quiver. This cost is the same for a small or version of the weapon. The larger version costs twice as much as the specified price. Table: Table: and a lot of damage from the weapon Medium Damage Weapon Tiny Weapon Damage Large Damage Weapon 1d2 - 1d3 1d3 1d4 1d4 1d2 1d6 1d6 1d3 1d8 1d8
1d4 2d6 1d10 1d6 2d8 1d12 1d8 3d6 2d4 1d4 2d6 2d6 1d8 3d6 2d8 1d10 3d10 2d6 4d8 Dmg: These columns do damage to weapons on a successful strike. Dmg (S) small arms column. Dmg (M) column for medium weapons. If two ranges of damage are given, the weapon is a double weapon. Use the second damage figure provided for an additional
double weapon attack. Table: Tiny and large damage from weapons gives weapons damage value for tiny and large weapons. Critical: The entry in this column notes how the weapon is used with rules for critical strikes. When your character scores a critical hit, roll down Damage two, three or four times, as evidenced by its critical multiplier (using all
applicable modifiers on each roll), and add all the results together. Additional damage beyond the usual damage to the weapon is not multiplied when you score a critical blow. ×2: The weapon deals a double blow in a critical attack. ×3: Weapon causes triple damage in critical attack. ×3/×4: One head of this double weapon causes triple damage in critical
attack. The other head is four times damaged in a critical blow. ×4: The weapon deals a quadruple damage in a critical attack. 19-20/×2: The weapon scores a threat on a natural roll of 19 or 20 (instead of just 20) and deals double damage on a critical blow. 18-20/×2: A weapon scores a threat on a natural roll of 18, 19 or 20 (instead of just 20) and deals
double damage on a critical blow. Range: Any attack at a longer distance is punished for the range. Aside from this range, the attack takes a cumulative -2 penalty for each full range of increments (or their fraction) of distance to the target. For example, a dagger (with a range of 10 feet) thrown at a target that is 25 feet away will be fined -4. Abandoned
weapon has a maximum range of five increments. Rocket weapons can fire increments of 10 ranges. Weight: This column gives the weight of the average version of the weapon. Halve this number for small arms and double it for large weapons. Some weapons carry a special weight. See the details in the description of the weapon. Type: The weapon is
classified according to the type of damage they cause: B for baton, P for piercing, or S for cutting. Some monsters can be resistant or immune to attacks by certain weapons. Some weapons cause damage to several types. If a weapon causes two types of damage, the type it inflicts is not half one and not half the other; all damage caused by both types.
Thus, the Creature must be immune to both types of damage to ignore any damage caused Weapons. In other cases, weapons can cause any of the two types of damage. In a situation where the type of damage The owner can choose what type of damage to deal with such a weapon. Special offer: Some weapons have special features in addition to those
noted in their descriptions. Braces: If you use ready-made action to set the weapon brackets against the charge, you inflict double damage on a successful hit against the charging character (see Fight). Disarmament: When you use a Disarm weapon, you get a bonus of 2 pounds to test a combat maneuver to disarm the enemy. Double: You can use a dual
weapon to fight as if fighting with two weapons, but if you do, you carry all the normal attack penalties related to fighting two weapons, just as if you used a single-handed weapon and a light weapon. You can own one end of a double arms with a two hand, but it cannot be used as a double weapon when wielded in this way, only one end of the weapon can
be used in any round. Monk: Monk weapons can be used by a monk to carry out a barrage of blows (see Classes). Nonlethal: These weapons deal non-lethal damage (see Fight). Reach: You use the reach of the weapon to hit opponents 10 feet, but you can't use it against a neighboring enemy. Trip: You can use the weapon of the trip to make the trip
attacks. If you stumble during your own trip attempt, you can drop your weapon to avoid tripping. Weapon Table Description: Weapon Simple Weapon Cost Dmg (S) Dmg (M) Critical Range Weight1 Type2 Special Unarmed Attack Glove 2 gp 1d2 1d3 ×2 - 1 pound. B - Unarmed Strike - 1d2 1d3 ×2 - - B non-lethal lung close arms dagger 2 GP 1d3 1d4 19-
20/×2 10 feet 1 pound P or S - Dagger, Punching 2 gp 1d3 1d4 ×3 - 1 pound - Gauntlet, Spiked 5 gp 1d3 1d4 ×2 - 1 pound P - Mace, light 5 gp 1d4 1d4 1d6 ×2 - 4 lb B - Serp 6 gp 1d4 1d6 ×2 - 2 pounds. S Ride One-Handed Melee Armory Club - 1d4 1d6 ×2 10 feet 3 lb B - Mace, heavy 12 gp 1d6 1d8 ×2 - 8 lb B - Morningstar 8 gp 1d6 1d8 × 2 - 6 lb B and P -
Shortspear gp 1 1d4 1d6 ×2 20 feet 3 lb P - two arms Middle Arms Longspear 5 gp 1d6 1d8 ×3 - 9 pounds P brace , reach Kvarartaf - 1d4/1d4 1d6/1d6/1d6 ×2 - 4 pounds B double, Monk Spear 2 gp 1d6 1d8 ×3 20ft 6lb P brace Ranged Weapon Blowgun 2 GP 1 1d2 ×2 20 feet. 1 pound P - Darts, Blowgun (10) 5 pp - - - - - - Crossbow, heavy 50 GP 1d8 1d10
19-20/×2 120 feet 8 pounds . P - Bolts, crossbow (10) 1 gp - - - - 1 pound - Crossbow, Light 35 gp 1d6 1d8 19-20/×2 80ft 4lb P - Bolts, crossbow (10) 1 gp - - - - 1 pound - - Dart 5 sp 1d3 1d4 ×2 20ft 1/2 lbs P - Javelin 1 gp 11d4 1d6 ×2 30 feet 2 pounds P - Sling - 1d3 1d4 ×2 50 feet - B - Bullets, Sling (10) 1 sp - - - - - - 5 pounds - - - - Combat Weapons Cost
Dmg (S) Dmg (M) Critical range Weight1 Special lightweight melee weapon axe, Throwing 8 GP 1d4 1d6 ×2 10 feet 2 pounds S - Hammer, Light 1 gp 1d3 1d4 ×2 20 ft 2 lb B - Handaxe 6 gp 1d4 1d6 1d6 — 3 lbs. S — Kukri 8 gp 1d3 1d4 18–20/×2 — 2 lbs. S — Pick, Light 4 gp 1d3 1d4 ×4 — 3 lbs. P — Sap 1 gp 1d4 1d6 ×2 — 2 lbs. B nonlethal Shield, light
special 1d2 1d3 ×2 — special B — Spiked Armor special 1d4 1d6 ×2 — special P — Spiked Shield, Light special 1d3 1d4 ×2 — special P — Starknife 24 gp 1d3 1d4 ×3 20 ft. 3 lbs. P — Sword, Short 10 gp 1d4 1d6 19–20/×2 — 2 lbs. P — One-Handed Melee Weapons Battleaxe 10 gp 1d6 1d8 ×3 — 6 lbs. S — Flail 8 gp 1d6 1d8 ×2 — 5 lbs. B Disarm, trip
Longsword 15 gp 1d6 1d8 19–20/×2 — 4 lbs. S — Pick, Heavy 8 gp 1d4 1d6 ×4 — 6 lbs. P — Rapier 20 gp 1d4 1d6 18–20/×2 — 2 lbs. P — Scimitar 15 gp 1d4 1d6 18–20/×2 — 4 lbs. S — Shield , тяжелый специальный 1d3 1d4 ×2 - специальный B - Spiked Shield, тяжелый специальный 1d4 1d6 ×2 - специальный P - Trident 15 gp 1d6 1d8 ×2 10
футов. 4 фунта P скобки Warhammer 12 gp 1d6 1d8 ×3 - 5 фунтов B - Двух рук Ближнего Оружия Falchion 75 gp 1d6 2d4 18-20/×2 - 8 фунтов. S - Glaive 8 gp 1d8 1d10 ×3 - 10 фунтов S достичь Greataxe 20 gp 1d10 1d12 ×3 - 12 фунтов S - Greatclub 5 gp 1d8 1d10 ×2 - 8 фунтов. B - Flail, тяжелые 15 gp 1d8 1d10 19-20/×2 - 10 фунтов B
Разоружение, поездка Greatsword 50 gp 1d10 2d6 19-20/× 2 - 8 фунтов S - Guisarme 9 GP 1d6 2d4 ×3 - 12 фунтов S достичь, поездка Halberd 10 gp 1d8 1d8 1d10 ×3 - 12 фунтов P или S скобки , Поездка Лэнс 10 gp 1d6 1d8 ×3 - 10 фунтов P достичь Ranseur 10 gp 1d6 2d4 ×3 - 12 фунтов P Разоружение, достичь Scythe 18 gp 1d6 2d4 ×4 - 10
фунтов. P или S поездки Ranged оружия Longbow 75 GP 1d6 1d8 ×3 100 футов 3 фунта P - Стрелки (20) 1 gp - - - - 3 фунта - - - Longbow, Composite 100 gp 1d6 1d8 ×3 110 футов 3 фунта. P - Стрелки (20) 1 gp - - - - 3 фунта - - Шортбоу 30 gp 1d4 1d6 ×3 60 футов 2 фунта P - Стрелки (20) 1 gp - - - - - 3 фунта - - Шортбоу, Композитный 75 gp
1d4 1d6 ×3 70 футов 2 фунта P - Стрелки (20) 1 gp - - - - 3 фунта - - Экзотическое оружие Стоимость Dmg (S) Dmg (M) Критический диапазон Вес1 Тип2 Специальный легкий Ближнего Оружия Кама 2 GP 1d4 1d6 ×2 - 2 фунта S монах , поездка Нунчаку 2 gp 1d4 1d6 ×2 - 2 фунта B Разоружение, монах Сай 1 gp 1d3 1d4 ×2 - 1 фунт B
Разоружение, монах Siangham 3 gp 1d4 1d6 ×2 - 1 фунт P монах одноручный меч мели оружия, Bastard 35 gp 1d8 1d10 19-20/×2 - 6 фунтов S - Waraxe, Гном 30 gp 1d8 1d8 1d10 ×3 - 8 фунтов S - Хлыст 1 gp 1d2 1d3 ×2 - 2 фунта S Разоружение , nonlethal, достичь, поездка Двухвочный melee оружие топор, Orc Double 60 gp 1d6/1d6 1d8/1d8
×3 - 15 фунтов S двойной цепи, Spiked 25 gp 1d6 2d4 ×2 - 10 фунтов P Разоружить, поездка Кривой Клинок, Элвен 80 gp 1d8 1d10 18-20/×2 - 7 фунтов S - Flail, Dire 90 gp 1d6/1d6 1d8/1d8 ×2 - 10 фунтов B Разоружение , двойной, поездка Молот, Gnome Зацепил 20 GP 1d6/1d4 1d8/1d6 ×3/×4 - 6 фунтов. B или P двойной, поездка Меч,
Двубленый 100 gp 1d6/1d6 1d8/1d8 19-20/×2 - 10 фунтов S двойной Ургрош, Гном 50 gp 1d8/1d6 ×3 - 12 pounds P or S brace, double range weapon Bolas 5 GP 1d3 1d4 ×2 10 ft 2 lb B non-lethal, crossbow ride, hand 100 gp 1d3 1d4 19-20/×2 30 feet. 2 pound P - Bolts (10) 1 gp - - - - 1 pound - - Crossbow, Repeating heavy 400 GP 1d8 1d10 19-20/×2
120 ft 12 lbs P - Bolts (5) 1 gp - - - 1 pound. - - Crossbow, Repetitive Light 250 gp 1d6 1d8 19-20/×2 80 feet 6 lbs P - Bolts (5) 1 gp - - - - 1 Pound - - Net 20 GP - - - 10 feet 6 pounds - - Shuriken (5) 1 gp 1 1d2 ×2 10 feet 1/2 lb P monk sling staff, Halfling 20 gp 1d6 1d8 ×3 80 feet 3 lb B - Bullets (10) 1 pp - - - 5 pounds - - 1 weight figures for average weapons. A
small weapon weighs half as much, and a large weapon weighs twice as much. 2 A weapon with two types are both types if the record indicates and or type (the owner's choice) if the record indicates or. The craftsmanship of the weapon is a masterpiece of a finely crafted version of a normal weapon. By possessing it provides a bonus boost to the No.1 on
attack rolls. You can't add the quality of a masterpiece to a weapon after it's been created; It should be created as a master class of weapons (see craftsmanship). The quality of the masterpiece adds 300 gp to the cost of a normal weapon (or 6 gp to the price of one ammunition). Adding the quality of a masterpiece to a dual weapon costs twice the usual
increase (600 gp). Workshop munitions are damaged (effectively destroyed) when used. The bonus bonus of masterpiece ammunition doesn't stack up with any increased bonus projectile weapons firing it. All magical weapons are automatically considered a master quality. The bonus of the enhancement, provided by the quality of the masterpiece, does not
fit with the bonus of the enhancement provided by the magic of the weapon. Although some types of armor and shields can be used as weapons, you can't create a master version of such an item that gives a bonus boost on kick rolls. Instead, Masterwork Armor and Shields reduced armor check fines. Fines.
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